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For more information:
Talent Hack
hello@thetalenthack.com

Monday, March 18, 2019

EQUINOX NOW HIRING: PERSONAL TRAINERS- NYC

Company: Talent Hack
Location: New York, ny
Compensation: Commensurate with experience.

 
Apply directly on theTalenthack.com

https://beta.thetalenthack.com/jobs/equinox-now-hiring-personal-trainers-nyc

-------------------------------------------------------

OUR STORY

We are a company with integrated luxury and lifestyle offerings centered on Movement, Nutrition and Regeneration. In addition to Equinox, our
other brands, Blink, Pure Yoga, SoulCycle, Furthermore, and Equinox Hotels are all recognized for inspiring and motivating members and
employees to maximize life. Within our portfolio of brands, we have more than 200 locations within every major city across the United States
in addition to London, Toronto, & Vancouver. 

 

OUR CODE

We are passionate about high performance living and we practice what we preach – investing time in our own health and fitness. We believe
that everyone has untapped potential within them and it takes a disruptive approach to unleash it. We dream big and don’t settle for the status
quo. We sweat the details. We never accept less than 110% to help each other deliver the Equinox experience and enable our members to get
great results. We are obsessed with what’s new, what’s now, what’s next. Never following, always leading, living ahead of the moment in fashion,
culture and consumer behavior. We aren’t just a company; we’re a community vested in each other’s success. We value humility and a team
approach at every level of the company.

If you are a high performing individual who is passionate about winning and inspiring others then we are excited to discuss career opportunities
with you.

 

 

JOB OVERVIEW

We are looking for energetic, creative, and enthusiastic Personal Trainer, reporting to the Personal Trainer Manager and Fitness Manager to
join the Equinox team. This is a non-exempt hourly position great for candidates looking to make a significant impact in a growing and
dynamic organization.

 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES

Administer fitness evaluations (Equifits), orientations, stretching and personal training sessions
Establish and maintain a personal training client base according to company standards
Provide a high level of personalized attention to members
Maintain knowledge and/or participation in all club services, programs and products
Update and maintain the Personal Training App
Instruct and demonstrate to members on the proper use of equipment and exercise techniques which may include operating equipment and
dynamically moving weight up to 50 pounds
Provide each member and potential member with the best quality customer service
Adjust and operate all fitness equipment
Regular and predictable attendance
Attend Personal Training related meetings
Other duties as assigned
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